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Premium Class Residential Complex in Tbilisi, 
in one of the greenest areas in Vake .

The first project by Lithuanian-based Baltic 
Investment Group in Georgia.

Namai Vake



Baltic Investment Group (BI Group) is a Lithuanian-based company that was 
established to develop real estate projects in Georgia.

BI Group is a subsidiary of Praslas, a Lithuanian company with 19 years of international 
experience. Praslas Group consists of 16 companies operating in several sectors. It 
produces, as well as imports and exports, various types of sawn timber, supplying over 40 
countries in Europe and Asia with wood products. Praslas Group is also involved in 
logistics, development, IT and trading in the Lithuanian market. Praslas has an international 
reputation as a reliable partner in terms of business and product quality. 

About the company
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The complex consists of four buildings 

A B C D

71 apartments and one 

commercial space.
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The location of the complex is ideal: 
it is a place where the convenience of 
the city meets the beauty of nature.  

Namai Vake is located in the city 
center - and is close to nature. It is 
only 600 meters from Turtle Lake. 
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Creating an ecologically clean environment 
and promoting a healthy lifestyle are top 
priorities for Namai Vake. 

Namai Vake is located only 600 meters from Turtle Lake, one of the 

greenest areas in Vake. The Complex is surrounded by mountains on 

three sides, which provides fresh air and creates a unique climate.

600 plants will be planted throughout the territory of Namai Vake.

Solar power station will be installed in the complex to 

provide green energy for common areas. 

You can enjoy fresh air and the outdoors in the nearby forest. 

A functional training fitness center is located on-site at Namai 

Vake. Center facilities inspired by the latest exercise trends, 

including Crossfit. It includes special space for kids.



A residential complex 
designed by Lithuanian 
architects that completely 
meets all modern European 
standards.  

Namai Vake architecture 
stands out in terms of 
quality, efficient planning 
and comfort.
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An energy efficient home:

Namai vake is European B class energy efficient house — it is 
one of the most energy efficient residential complex in Tbilisi.

Central heating, (installed in the floor) and air cooling systems 
set up for individual regulation and individual accounting  - the 
most economic engineering solution available. 

Thermally insulated walls - UTHERM Wall PIR L,  processed 
with the modern technology

High quality aluminum windows, with a sun protection 
system, from Raynaers.

Solar power station provide electricity in common spaces in the 

complex. 

A gift for every apartment - a free, modern, energy-saving 

induction cooker for the kitchen.
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The price of each apartment includes 
One or two parking space(s) and a 
storage unit, Dedicated parking 
spaces for residents' guests.

A charging station will be installed 
for electric vehicles by a separate 
order.
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The complex has its own on-site 

security guard as well as 

cleaning and technical crews. 

Professional gardeners care 

for the lawns and green spaces 

at the complex.
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VIP apartments include terraces 
with private pools.  
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Namai Premium 
Main advantages:

All utility networks are installed and ready for hookup.

Walls and floor are completed and ready for the final 
finish (wallpaper, etc)

Fully functioning central heating and cooling systems in 
every apartment

Walls are made of 200 mm pumice block and 150 mm 
Rockwool/or an equally high quality substitute - which 
creates a layer of thermal insulation 

High quality doors and aluminum windows
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Apartment 3D plan
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Apartment 3D plan
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Apartment 3D plan



C o n t a c t  I n f o r m a t i o n

     595 84 88 44           sales@bigroup.ge

Tinatin Japaridze  I  Sales manager

namaivake.ge


